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Abstract

The instanton contribution to the vacuum energy in supersym-

metric Yang-Mills theories i s considered. Using renormtuizability

of the theory we find the exact beta function for n-extended

supersymmetry (n « 1, 2, 4 )• The coefficients of the beta

function have a geometrical meaning — they are associated with

the number of boson and fermion zero modes in the instanton

f ie ld. I f extra matter superfields are added our method allows

one to f ix the fltost two coefficients. We prove a non-renormali-

zation theorem which extends cancellation of vacuum loops to

the case of the external instanton f ie ld.

Институт теоретической и экспериментальной физнкн, i 9 8 3



1. Introduction

In till* paper we shall determine the Gell-Mann-Low fun-

ction to a l l orders in the coupling constant in a class of

supersyametrlc Tang-Mills (SHI) theories. Our derivation i s

based only on instanton calculus L '£)and such general featu-

res of the theory as renormalizability and superaymmetry.

Moreover, for arbitrary SYM theory, with any пшЪег of matter

nultiplets we can f ix in this way £iret two coefficients of

the beta function.

ilthough our method re l ies on some specific features of

instanton calculus» after these elements are established the-

oretically the procedure reduces to a simple couzzting of

fermionic and bosonic zero modes in the instanton f i e ld .

Thus, instead of computing miltiloop graphs we deal with a

set cr integer lumbers. Coefficients of the beta function

acquire in this language a geometrical meaning.

Our starting point i s the description L5J of a genera-

lized instanton solution containing both boson and fermion

classical f ie lds . The complete set of relevant collective

coordinates was analysed in ref .|.3J . I t was shown in this

paper that the {differential) instanton contribution to

vacuum-vacuum transition» obtained at one-loop level , respects

supersymmetry. Since the latter i s a true symmetry of the ac-

t ion, including quantum corrections, we shall accept that

the same situation i s realized in a l l orders. This wi l l

allow us to find the exact answer for the one-instanton
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contribution. (We shall sometimes use another term for the

same effect — instanton-induced effective interaction.

Use of the other language will help us to establish a few

important relations.)

She possibility of obtaining the exact result is due to

a noc-renormaliiation theorem, which states that the result

of the lowest order calculation is not modified in higher

orders. She theorem generalizes on the iastanton case the

well-kt:vn assertion IAJ according to which the vacuum energy

in supersymmetric theories vanishes order by order. The

standard proof refersTso to say} to an "empty" space. As >;s

shall £ , in the presence of external fields of definite

cairality — and the instanton (super)field is indeed ehlral

— the result stays valid.

It ±s important that effects of non-zero nodes, ferml-

onic and boaonic, totally cancel each other, and, thus,the

problem reduces to consideration of zero modes alose.

In this way we specify the inetanton effective inte-

raction in terms of the collective coordinates Ы
о
, О , e t c ) ,

ultraviolet regulator nass If and the bare coupling constant

Oa the other band, renormalisability of the theory

Implies that explicit Ж dependence «ay be absorbed in . ef
>o
 .

By retiring the overall independence on И we get the law

«eeordins to which <*,<,* «<
e
(M) •runs*. Moreover, using the

following definition of the Gell-Иапп Tow function
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we get for в-extended supersymnetrj with StJ(H) as the gauge

group

(п-Ц) N

Eq. (1) reproduces, for instance, the vanishing of the Gell-

Hann-Low function for n a 4 L
s
**l

 a
s veil as some other

known results. We shall come back to discussion of this point;

in sect. 5.

Actually the last step requires renervations. The point

is that the explicit M dependence is absorbed in «^(M) only

in theories with a single renormalization factor Z. Just this

situation takes place in the case of extended supersymmetry —

one and the same factor renormalizes all fermion and boson

fields and the only coupling constant present in the theory.

Including, say, additional matter nultiplets introduces new

coupling constants and/or new factors Z^ / Z. Bow a part of

the M dependence is absorbed in 2^ , and the method outlined

above no more predicts Z(M) unambigouslyj instead, it yields

a relation between Z and Z
±
 . This is toe reason why we can

not calculate the exact beta function for arbitrary supersym-

metric theory. However, invoking very simple additional ar-

guments we are always able to determine the first two coeffi-

cients .

The organization of the paper is as follows, in sect.

2 we review the desoription of in3tantons in supersymmetric theo-

ries and find the differential instanton contribution to the va-

cuum energy. Sect. 3 presents the proof of the non-renormaliw-

tion theorem. The g function of n-extended SYJS theories is found

here. In sect* 4 we discuss additional aa'-ter supenaxitiplets.
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In sects. 5,6 we pursue the relation between our results and

those known previously and discuss some implications.

£. Starting Elements of the Method

To begin with we ohall discuss the simplest SIM theory:

n « 1t N " 2. The corresponding lagrangian contains a tri-

plet of gluons and a triplet of glnioos and. looks as follows

(for a review see ref.

4-с

а-<,г,ъ, cr^W*, в-).
Here ^„v is the gluon field strength tensor, r is the

right-handed (two-component) fexmion field in the adjoint

representation of the ^ ( 2 ^ С О 1 О Г бгоир, end dots denote

gauge fixing and ghost terms which are inessential here.

Ihe BPST instanton C^u")ci is parametrized Ъу two

collective coordinates, the instanton cetnre xQ and its

else 0

where WauJ
 a r e t b e %t

 Booft symbols. Because of the super-

eymmetry this bosonic solution of the classical lang-Mills

equations is accompanied by fermlonic solutions as well L
8
J .

The latter actually represent the fermlon zero modes. There

are four such aero modes In the model considered, and they

bring is new collective coordinates, o ^ and fi>J (c<,o< «

1,2) where 0< , A are the Grasamaim numbers. In order to

introduce the fermionlc collective coordinates In a super-

•ymmetric way we use the following expression (for details
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) » е

Неге 7Ч B t ( x o » О, О ) is the "Initial" superfield coatairdng

only tbe bosonic solution (2), with хю fencion componecta;

moreover, Q and S are the generators of supereyametrlc and

suverconformal transformatioas, respectively. Notice tliat Q

and 3 do not act on ^дд^ • Аз usual, P denotes tbe generator

at translations.

Substituting tne classical field in the action and Re-

counting for quantum fluctuations in bilinear approximation wo

get, to the lowast order, the one-instsnton contribution to the

vacuum energy!

f.) fa)
where G is a numerical constant and M i s the Peul i-7i l lars

regulator mass.

к few eacplanatory remarks eve in order here. F i r s t of a l l ,

calculation of I is quite standard <- i«, The supersyametry ma-
f o]

nifeats i tee l f in cancel lat ion oi a l l .non-zero modes W * J .

Indeed, for non-aero eifc,enva3ues the boaonic and fermionic

modes are degenerate. Thus, we are lef t with the zero modes

alone. In par t icular , a l l M dependence in eq. (5) сошез from

the zero mod*1 ,̂ or, more exactly, from the corresponding modes

of the Pauli-Villars regulator f ields (i'or detai l s see ref. [iol).
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The only point which might deserve comments is the pre-exponec-

t i a l factor (2*/o< } . In SjCD we &et used "Co the fact that

each bosonic zero mode results in a iactor KZj(/aCao) ' while,1/2

the fermion zero modes generate {23C/*£ )° (see TefJz\oT the.
*9w * •*•

review paper ц ф . There are eight oosonic modes in the model

considered, therefore, at first sight, one might expect occurenoe

of iZX/Ы ) .

Actually, our definition of the collective- coordinates

ot and g> , dici-ated ~bj supex'symaetry (.see eq. (4)), does not

correspond to the standard normalization of the feraion zero

modes. Instead of unity the normalization integral is equal to

i/g'
1
. Recalling that the zero modes enter only via regulator

fields we conclude that each of them yields (M/g
2
)""

1
 factor in

the regularized fermion determinant L '
 11
J . Since the vacuum

1/2 [1energy in the case at hand is proportional to ^Det Й»Д,

the effect of fermions is proportional to gVw2, while the

standard normalization would yield 1/M .

This does not mean, of course that previous calculati-

ons (see e.g. "II ) were erroneous. Consistent use of supersymmet-

ric coordinates ОС and fi> would al l the same generate conven-

tional expressions of the type \£KtoiGQ)4 e;q>l-sjr/<*S£)) in the

effective four-fermion lagrangian or in the correlation functi-

on <yi(*)**«(x), <Pfy *'?(*)> (see e.g. N ) .
The origin Of the extra g factor per each fermion zero mode

to (5) can Ъе explained in the following way. I(x , P , oi. ,3 )

may be considered as an effective interaction with four fermioc

legs (fig. 1). ?li_l52jLncludes_the_wave_function_renormaliz;ation.

Moreover, this is the only renormalization existing, for
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l(x
Q f
 P

 t
 cL

 t
 Д, ) since all vertex corrections vanish (see

sect. 3). The fact that the fermion wave function renormaliza-

tion reduces to g becomes obvious if we redefine the fields

and rewrite the lagrangian. in the following form

where the spinor auperfield I incorporates both ( 9 ^ and
a, v

). From eq. (6) it is clear that the combinations

) and (Â i»»>) stay unrenormalized. In more general theories

with additional matter supenmltiplets we shall introduce diffe-

rent renormalizaticm factors for gluino and quark fields respec-

tively.

Let us also mention that the integral one-instanton con-

tribution to the vacuum energy naturally vanishes, according to

the standard rules of integration over *he Grassmann variables,

\A Ы.С? Ь = (О)
4
 *'. The vaiu-shing of the vacuum energy is

in full accordance with supersymmetry. The differential expres-

sion (5) is also supersymmetric— and this is a much stronger

result. Under the supersymmetry transformations the instancon

collective coordinates change in the following say L J

*^The zero of the fourth order reflects the existence of

four fermion zero modes.



(a) €.Q generator ;

(b) С(£ generator ;

Oae can readily convince onecelf that both transformations (7),

(8) leave the product d4xQ d o
2 d£pc dZ& Intact L3J , in this

way we explicitly check the supersymmetry of I(x , p »<* ф )

in the lowest (one-loop) approximation.

To finish with preliminaries it is useful to rewrite

eq. (5) in the following identical fona
 nf

(9)

waere a (xy) denotes the пишЪег of boson (fermion) zero modes.

First of all, eq. (9) explicitly demonstrates the geometrical

nature of exponents in eq. (5). Moreover, the expression in

braces, obtained in the simplest SXM theory (n » 1, N в 2) ,

stays -valid for any H. It is also valid for extended supersym~

•etry (в * В and n » 4). although in the latter case the lagran-

gieua contains matter supermaltiplets, they are reaormalized by

the same Z factor. The absence of new renormalization constants

IM ensured by additional conserved supercharges.

The lumbers n^ , r
f
 are trivially calculable:

1^-4», Uj, « tSa . (10)

Row, «van leavijog aside for a wM.le son-recormalisation

tbeore» (sect» 3) we isnmediately get from eq. (9) the first two
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coefficients of the beta function. It is sufficient to know

that the explicit M dependence is exhausted by M
4
""*'*

and the correction factor which might appear in higher orders

should have the form (1 + coast o<
ao
 + . . . ) . The explicit M de-

pendence in eq. (9) must be compensated by iopllcit M dependence

of the coupling constant ol
 n
 — the general feature of all re-

normallzable theories. With this information in hands we take the

logarithm of the product in braces» differentiate it with respect

to In M, and arrive at the following relation

Ав we see, it usambigouely fixes first two coefficients:

Recall that just these coefficients are universal in the sense

that they do not depend on the renornalization scheme. As well-

known, the third and further coefficients can vary, and in

principle one can find such a definition of the coupling con-

stant under which the third ind all further coefficients vanish

3. Hon-fienormalization Theo

We shall prove in this section that aultiloop diagrams

do cot change the results quoted in eq. (5) or (9). The situati-

on is absolutely analogous to the well-known assertion according

to which induced F terms in effective lagrangians stay unrenorma-
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lized ** provided that loo^ corrections are calculated 1ь а

superaymmetric «ray (see e.g.L^J).

She key point is that the instanton interaction under

discussion represents an P term in the space of collective co-

ordinates, not D term. Indeed, let us compare the chiral reali-

zation of the supergroup in the (z, в, в) шрегзрасе and the

transformation law of (x
o
, <A ) (see eqs. (7), (8)). Supertrans-

formations corresponding to parameters 6 »€ respectively

reduce to

ad,

(ch s chiral, ach = antichirai;. At the ваше time, the collecti-

ve coordinates axe changed in the following way:

(а) ы-*и+е
/
 (-х

Thus, (-x o) plays the role of x c h i r a l and o( plays the role

of в , the right-handed fexmion coordinate of the instanton

centre LrJ .

Another pair of coordinates, Q and ft , oust be considered

as A (super)parameter. Their transformation laws correspond to

#) More exactly, this assertion refers to amputated vertices.

External lines acquire non-trivial Z factors, and we have ac-

counted for this effect above.
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no realization, of the supergroup in the linear space. Moreover,

one can not introduce, instead of ft , another left-banded col-

lective coordinate with a normal transformation law. It is ia~

possible to trade & for € because the Jacobian turns out to

be zero. Indeed,

where j P 6 / ?G \ i s the Jacobian, and the Grassmann nature

of the parameters i s accounted for by inverting the Jacobian as

compared with the case ot usual numbers.

However, usix^, eq. (8) we get

, 44)

and the right-hand side vanishes since i t i s proportional to the

fourth power of the Graasmann parameter.

Now i t i s almost evident that, as for any t term, there

should exist a non-renormalization theorem for the instanton-

induced interaction. This i s indeed the case.

We shall consider the instanton f ie ld with given (xQ , О ,

oL , ft ) . We shall analyse diagrams for the vacuum energy with

two or more loops in the presence of the external f ie ld of defi-

nite chirality ( f ig. 2 ) . But f i rs t let us recall the standard

derivation of the theorem establishing the fact that vacuum

loops in MM theories cancel each other in perturbation theory.

In any theory the vacuum energy i s proportional to * '

'Thia expression (as well as eq. (15) and others of that type)

assume that the symmetry Is not broken spontaneously* As we

nave shown previously this la true for instaatoaa.
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where we use only the uniformity of the space-time. Similarly,

In SYM theories one has

vac const; \п Х0 V , ( is)

Here we exploit the fact that the interaction verices are of the

D-term type. Tor instance, the graph of fig. 2 would reduce to

such a form after integration over d*y and d^ В . The structure

ot eg. (15) is fixed oy the uniformity of the auperspace»

Integration over d
4
e in eq. (15) ensures vanishing of E .

furthermore, in the presence of an external field centered

at x
Q
 the vacuum energy becomes

*vac " c o n s t fix Щх-z.f)
where L. is some function which depends on the external field.

Generalization of this statement on the supersymmetric case with

chiral external field is

'* T ( *<A~K°j °)' (16)

E*re/x
c
J» x + 1&6L& and (x

o
t ®

0
) are the superspace coordi-

nate* of the centre of the external field (,©
o
 = -o< ). The most

crucial point is that explicit в dependence can not enter since

there is. no way to cancel the shift of в by redefinition of the

collective coordinates.

la particular, the structure of the integral for B
y a c
 in

the instanton field la ae follows
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Integration over d2 0 gives non-trivial result, generally,

speaking, but the expression (17) s t i l l vanishes because of

\d Э . This completes the proof of absence of corrections

in eqe. (5), (9).

The last step is already knowa. We want the renormalized

coupling constant to absorb a l l if dependence of I(z , p ,Ы, &>)t

Within this reuoriBalization prescription we arrive at eq, 111)

with the f irst two terms i s the left-hand eide. The corresponding

beta function is given in eq, ("l).

4. Additional Hatter Maltiplets

What « i l l happen if we introduce some aatter superf ielde

in the lagranglan (s) without extending supersymmetry? For in-

stance, with three supennultiplete we can preserve the number of

the в его modes the same as in n * 4 theory. However, switching

off self-interaction of natter supersields (characteristic for

n • 4) v«, certainly, change the beta function., and the question

•ay arise why and how our derivation i s modified in this сазе.

There i s one apparent reason for modification. Damely,

only n-ext-ended eupersymmetry i s a theory with a single coupling

constant g. In other eases there are additional renormalizati-

on constants. We shall come back to a more detailed discussion

of the issue below. Let us mention now another possible reason

why the exact Gell-Mann-Iow function sight be calculable only

In the n-extended eupersyametry. The point i s that only in this

ease the collective coordinates bare clear group-theoretical

asasing, and we deal with an F term for sure (sea above)» If we

just add matter f ields without extending the suparsyametry ot

the lagranglan, perhaps, i t ie possible to redefine some со»
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ordinatee and make out of them a "normal" left-handed parameter.

Then our non-renormalization theorem will be inapplicable in

such theories. Although this seems unlikely, the issue requires

further investigation. Recall, however, that the first two co-

efficients were found in sect. 2 with no reference to the oon-

renormalization theorem. We shall demonstrate that in this point

the procedure works even in the presence of extra matter fields.

As an example, consider the following problem. Start with

lagrangiar. (2) and introduce two chiral superfields S
a
 and T

a

(a = 1,2,3) coupled only to the gauge superfield. (With a single

superfield S
a
 we would automatically get n = 2 supersymmetry.)

Let us show first that renormalizations of gluino and quark

wave functions are different.

One-loop graphs determining the cori^esponding Z factors

are depicted on figs. 3,4 . Diagrams 3a and 4a are identical,

while there is an essential difference between diagrams 3b, 4b.

Indeed, in the former case we are dealing with the sum over two

flavors in the intermediate state, while in the latter one the

doubling is absent — quark of each flavor is coupled to the

scalar quark of the same flavor.

These diagrams are very simple, of course. Still, one

should treat them with caution. Straightforward calculation,

say, in the Landau or Feynman gauge would violate supersymmetry,

and this would spoil our derivation. Besides that, we do not

want to deal with Feynmen graphs at all. Our aim is to find the

coefficients without digressing in quantum debris, from purely

classical consideration. Actually, we shall use graphs of figs.

3,4 with a very limited purpose — they will help из to estab-
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l i s h a cetain re la t ion between the Z factors .

Hotice that the gluino wave function renormalization, as

previously, coincides with that of CL» (see eq. ( в ) ) . Thus, as in

the previous calculation of I we insert a a factor per each fclu-

ino zero mode. At the same time, the s i tuat ion with quark zero

modes "becomes a b i t more complicated. In the case at hand the

anomalous dimension / of she quark f ie ld turns out to be larger

than that of the gluino f ie ld by a factor of 2 (at one-loop l e -

v e l ) , and, correspondingly, each quark zero modes requires 0. .

The proof i s based again on simple counting of integer

numbers. With no matter f ields the only surviving graph (3a)

yields 0^ - V - 6 (= n-D - п^/г) (see eqs. (9)» (б) ! ё stands

for the f i r s t coefficient of the Gell-Mann-iow function). I n t r o -
s

ducing the matter supermultiplet S increases n~ by four units

and, hence, decreases Y/, and ь by two u n i t s . The presence of

two matter supermultiplets means that 0u> - В = 6 - 2"2 « 2.

Thus, the re la t ive weight of the diagrams depicted on fig,.

3b i s -2»2. The diagram of fig,. 4b is just the same, but we

have a single ьгаРЬ» n o " t two. Therefore, the quark f ie ld anomalo-

us dimension i s , evidently, 6 - 2 = \ As a resu l t ,

V _ ft Ŷ
Qu — «C Qyf .

With this information we return to calculation of I . In

the model considered the vacuum energy turns out to be proportio-

1/w \ oi J \ %%] * ^18^

The factor {okoJzK)Q i s due to eight quark zero modes, Notice
Dw
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that this factor is established only at one-looo level. However»

the one-loop approximation in the pre-exponeatial factor is

evidently sufficient in order to fix rtL in the exponential up

to two loops.

The K-colored analogue of eq. (18) looks as follows*

which results, in turn, in the following beta function:

(20)

3q. (20) exactly reproduces the result obtained by conventional

methods I 1 4 ' 7J .

5. Ccmments on the Literature

Let us now discuss how eq. (1) agrees with earlier

results. I t predicts vanishing of the 6 function for n = 4.

This has been advocated previously on different grounds J

Рог n - 2 the Q> function quoted in eq. (1) reduces to a

single term, and indeed, the vanishing of the two- and three-

loop contributions to &/<*s) bas been checked explicitly w=J ,

For n = 1 eq. (.1) predicts the whole series in </$ .

Gince higher order terms depend, generally speaking, on the

definition of ft/o^) it is worth specifying our definition of

the Gell-SIann-Iow function.

Our definition holds within the effective lagranfcian appro-

ach. Indeed, ^j/f/i according to eq. (5). determines the action

for instanton of size 0 . I t means that we integrate over

fluctuations whose size is less than P and reduce their effect

to the effective lagrangian of the form
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Tims, the definition, we use is at least gauge invariant. More-

over, i t is also supersymmetric.

Eq. (i) for n = 1 agrees with explicit calculation at

two-loor> level and disagrees with them for three loops L?~l .

However, at the three-loop level the renormalizatioii prescripti

on for o(s becomes important, and the authors of ref. [j5Juse a

different scheme.

Finally, eq. (1) at n =- 1 agrees with the beta function

implicit in the г-ecent paper by Jones U§J . Moreover, comparison

with this paper brings us to a problem, and to explain this i t

is worth first z-ephrasing Jones' result.

Consider the chiral superfield o^ fi^sj^ * * * 8 F a^d G

components are of the form (in the Ma^orana notations)

1
(21)

where ^ e - =(2)"^-^.)^and O.^ is the axial-vector current, Ctu

~ЪЛ/Х.% • Substituting the Adler-Bardeen relation 0^

7
У Ш°Т ^ (22)

one finds for the G component

Moreover, a l l the сощровепЬв of the superfield are to be renor-

naliaed by a common factor provided that the renormalization

procedure respects supersymmetry. I t i s known that
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9ГГ *«г
end this combinat u is renorminvariact. Moreover, i t coincides

with the У component of <Х^ p(<^sV^ ( s e e eq.(21)). Therefore

a

must be also renorm-invariant. Substituting Rf^s)

eq, \1) (with n = 1) we come to the concluaio» that Ям^лл, ^

renorm-iavariant. But apparently i t is not! Indeed, the anomalous

dimension of ^he axial-vector current CLiu*' in <iHD has been

("ml

calculated some tijne ago I °> . I t is associated with the tv/o-

loop r,ranh of Fig. 5. The calculation stays valid in supersyiaaet-

ric Oluodynamics as well. At the inoir.ent we are not aware of any

resolution of the puzzle, although i t seems tnat several points

aist Ъе cr-:-ck:ed before we can assess how serious the difficulty

6. Concluding remarks

In conclusion, let us comment on implications of e^.

-,'\). For n = 4 the couplir^ cons'jant remains a constant эх- any

scale. For n - 2 the as.vir.ptotic freedom regime чриге loj_,arithnij

e:czez/:s to al l momenta. For n = 1 tbe coupling constant can

not be larger tfian

3'max x

This valu-v af <XU is one branch point in the M plane, and <Xg

becomes cu^-a^l2Ei£i.
* ' Rciiora-irr/ariance о1'Й„ is also v i ta l in order to put i t in

У Q

the зале supermultiplet as \jp* and KMV' . The issue of anoma-

lies u.j cencral ic ref. L16J. To iomitlate our problem, ho*ever,

•we can avoid aentioninjj the anomalies altogether^



In more general aspect, we have shown that the

Low function in SYM theories is determined from purely classical

consideration» without direct computation of quantum loops.

Such a peculiar situation — when the coupling constant renor-

malization is fixed essentially at the classical level, and all

relevant coefficients have geometrical meaning — seems to emerge

for the f irst time in the four-dimensional field theory. This

•night indicate that the relative roles of classical and quantum

effects in supersymmetric dynamics are quite unusual.
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ss modes

gluino
— >

se modes

1. Instsnton-induced effective i n t e r a c t i o n in the simplest

SYM theory ( n = 1, К = 2 ) . Dashed l ine shows the external

l ine Temrmalization which i s included in eqs. (5) , (S)

and others of that type, Proper vertex correct ions

«re absent ( s e c t . 3),

x, 6

Pig. 2. Two-loop vacuum diagram. Superi'ield propagators are de-

noted Ъу solid lines. If the external instanton field is

imposed, free propagators are to be substituted by those

in the external field.
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i=1,2

Pig. 3. Gluino wave function renormalization in оде-loop

approximation. We denote the quark field by q. where i

is the flavor index; the corresponding scalar quark is

denoted by sq. •

S q ,

(a)

Pig. 4. Quark wave function renormalization in the same approxi

mation.

fermion

gluon

Fig. 5. Two-loop graphs which result in a non-vanishing,

anomalous dimension of the axial-vector current.
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